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SPECIFICATION

1 . Title of the Invention

Window opening-and-closing device

2. Claims

A window opening-and-closing device that

is characterized in that it is made in such a way that it

has a support fitting that is fastened to a metal border

and a receptacle fitting that is fastened to the window
frame, the two fittings are coupled by passing

through guide holes in guide parts a shaft that passes

through an insert-through part provided on the

support fitting, receptacle parts provided on the

receptacle fitting are made to face support pieces

provided on the support fitting and the support pieces

are caught by the receptacle parts in the state in

which the metal border closes the window frame, and
in the state in which the metal border opens up from
the window frame, the guide holes guide the shaft

and rotate and support the metal border.

3. Detailed Description of the Invention

This invention concerns a window opening-

and-closing device that is made in such a way that

opening and closing is done by putting a metal border

in a perpendicular state with respect to the window
frame by putting it down on either the interior or

exterior side.

Many types of so-called "rotating windows"
are known, in which the left or right side or the upper

edge or lower edge of a metal border is supported

rotatably, and opening and closing is done by rotating

said metal border to the exterior or interior side.

With regard to the composition of a rotating window,
in many of them the window frame and the metal

border are coupled by an ami, and as one that makes
use of the metal border itself, the one disclosed in

utility model S5 1-26905 [1976] is known.
But the opening-and-closing device of a

window of this composition requires that a guide

fitting for the metal border be provided within the

side frame of the window frame.

This makes the on-site installation work
very troublesome, and in particular the metal border

cannot be opened and closed without accurate

positioning of the guide fitting and of the hinge that

protrudes from the metal border.

This invention, which is proposed in view of
what has been described above, offers a window
opening-and-closing device in which the operation of

opening and closing can be done easily using the

weight of the metal border itself, and which can be

very simply attached to the window frame.

In the following, we describe this invention

by means of the working example depicted in the

drawings.

In the case of a high-rise building, window
frame 1 consists of long vertical frames (jambs) 2 and
crosspieces (transoms) 3, with metal border 4 fltted-

in between the left and right vertical frames 2, 2 and
the top and bottom crosspieces 3,3.

The opening-and-closing device of this

invention consists of support fitting 5, which is

fastened to metal border 4, and receptacle fitting 6,

which is fastened to crosspiece 3 of window frame 1

;

preferably, support fitting 5 is fastened to lower

frame 4' of metal border 4, and receptacle fitting 6 is

fastened to the crosspiece 3 that is positioned on the

lower side of metal border 4.
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In said support fitting 5, which preferably is

formed from aluminum or another metal, horizontal

cylindrical shaft insert-through part 1 1 is provided on

the end of fold-back part 9 of attachment part 10, on

which vertical part 8 is provided facing downward on

one edge of long horizontal part 7, and fold-back part

9 is provided roughly parallel to vertical part 7 on the

lower end of said vertical part 8, and obliquely

downward-facing support piece 12 is extended to the

base end of fold-back part 9 and insert-through part

11.

And in said receptacle fitting 6, guide parts

14 protrude obliquely upward on one edge of

horizontally long attachment base plate 1 3 separated

from each other by the length of said insert-through

part 11, and receptacle part 15 is provided on an edge

of attachment base plate 13 so as to be positioned at

the base end of said guide parts 14. It has on each

guide part 14 an arc-shaped guide hole 16 centered

on receptacle part 15, and receptacle part 15 is made
in a groove shape with two protruding strips 17, 17

provided lengthwise on the surface of attachment

base plate 13.

Said support fitting 5 and receptacle fitting 6

form a hinge structure with both ends of shaft 18,

which goes through insert-through part 1 1 ,
passing

through guide holes 16, 16 in left and right guide part

14, 14.

It is preferable that two thus constructed

opening-and-closing devices be attached to each

metal border 4 as shown in Figure 1, and that in

attaching them, horizontal part 7 of support fitting 5

be put against the lower surface of lower frame 4* of
metal border 4, and that the screws that go through

small holes 7* in said horizontal part 7 be screwed to

lower frame 4'. Done in this way, receptacle fining 6

will hang from the lower surface of metal border 4,

causing lower frame 4' to be opposite crosspiece 3

with metal border 4 in window-open state as shown
by the dotted line in Figure 3. Then attachment base

plate 13 of receptacle fitting 6 will be against the

upper surface of crosspiece 3, and the screws that

pass through small holes 13' in said attachment base

plate 13 will be screwed to crosspiece 3.

If an opening-and-closing device that

consists of a receptacle fitting and a support fitting is

interposed between the metal border and the window
frame in this way, said opening-and-closing device

will have a hinge function in opening and closing the

window. That is, in the window-closed state in

which metal border 4 is roughly perpendicular and
window frame 1 is sealed, support piece 12 will catch

on receptacle piece 15 as shown in Figure 2, and the

end side of shaft 18 will be positioned above guide

hole 16. Therefore almost all the load of metal

border 4 is borne by support piece 12. Beginning
with such a window-closed state, if rotated so as to

make metal border 4 more horizontal, then as shown

by the solid lines in Figure 3, support fitting 5 will

rotate about the lower end of support piece 12 as a

fulcrum, and at the same time shaft 18 will rotate,

downward along guide holes 16. And when further

rotated from the state in which shaft 18 has reached

the lower end of guide hole 1 6, so as to make metal

frame 4 even more horizontal, then as shown by the

dotted line in Figure 3, support fitting 5 rotates about

shaft 18 as a fulcrum, support piece 12 lifts upward

out of receptacle part 15, and a window-open state

results. Therefore the load of metal border 4 is

transferred from support piece 12 to shaft 18, and the

rotation of metal border 4 becomes smooth.

Also, if, from a window-open state in which

metal border 4 is in a horizontal position, it is rotated

to bring it back into a vertical state, then support

fitting 5, after rotating in reverse about shaft 1 8 as a

fulcrum, if the tip of support piece 12 is brought to lie

against receptacle part 15, then it rotates about said

receptacle part 15 as a fulcrum, and shaft 18 shifts

upward along guide holes 16.

Therefore in this case too, the load of the

metal border shifts rapidly, making the rotation

smooth.

Thus with this invention, not only does the

opening-and-closing operation of the metal border

become very simple, but in particular the support

fitting and receptacle fitting can be fastened securely

to the metal border and window frame while their

shaft-coupled hinge structure remains. Thus there is

no need for any assembly operation at the

construction site, and if the support fittings are

fastened to the metal border beforehand, such as at

the factory, then it suffices simply to attach the

receptacle fittings to the window frame as-is, with no
need for adjusting the attachment position.

And because the support fittings and

receptacle fittings are positioned between the metal

border and the window frame and are not exposed on

the surface, they do no detract from the attractive

appearance of the building.

In the above working example we have

presented the case in which the guide parts of the

receptacle fittings are provided on the left and right,

but multiple such parts may be provided as well, such

as having three or more at suitable intervals and

providing the insert-through parts of the support

fittings with suitable spacing between adjacent guide

parts. And the composition of both the support

fittings and the receptacle fittings may be modified,

as long as they do not change the gist of what is set

forth in the claims.

4. Brief explanation of the drawings

The drawings depict a working example of

this invention; Figure 1 is a schematic front view

installed in a window frame, Figure 2 is a partial side

view of the window-closed state, Figure 3 is a side
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view of the same in window-open state, and Figure 4

is an exploded perspective view.

5 ... support fitting, 6 ... receptacle fitting, 11 ...

insert-through part, 12 ... support piece, 14 ... guide

part, 15 ... receptacle part, 16 ... guide hole, 18 ...

shaft.

Patent applicant Showa Aluminum Sash Sales Co.,

Ltd.

Applicant's agentNobuyuki Fukuda, Patent Attorney

Applicant's agent Takemichi Fukuda, Patent Attorney

Applicant's agent Kenzo Fukuda, Patent Attorney
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